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ROCKET AND BOMB TESTING

Tonight I am going to talk about the Woomera rocket range, in South Australia, as it existed in the
late 1950s and early 60s, and show a few slides of that period.  And, all things being equal, I shall
conclude with my experiences in testing the fusing system of an atomic bomb.

Now to business.  During World War II German military science reached for the stars and nearly
grasped them.  It achieved what the allies believed to be impossible - a long-range rocket which
pushed 1 ton of high explosive 90 kilometres up to land 320 kilometres or so away.  It was 1500 mm
in diameter and weighed just on 13 tonnes.  The flight took 5 minutes from firing to impact and
against such a weapon there was no defence.

This was the V2 rocket or the second Vengeance Weapon.  (The first, the V1, was the flying bomb
or Doodlebug as it was nicknamed..) Now, although Hitler had plans to build 30,000 V2s only 3,000
got to be fired against London, Antwerp and Brussels before the launch sites were overrun by the
Allied armies.  All the same, it was a close-run thing.

But there is a counterpoint to this tale.  The Allies achieved what the Germans did not believe was
necessary the atomic bomb.  In 1941 Germany had considered all the implications of building an
atomic bomb and concluded that, on balance, the war could be waged and won with existing
technology.  The received wisdom in Germany was that there was no point in proceeding with
something which would tax their technical resources to the utmost and which might not work in the
long run.

On the other hand British scientists were convinced that an atomic bomb would work but that
Britain, like Germany, didn't have the resources to build it.  But the United States did and so the
scientists and their knowledge were packed off to the United States and formed the nucleus of the
Manhattan Project.  The rest is history.

In the April and May of 1945 the Allies captured many V2s and marveled at their ingenuity.  In the
July, in New Mexico, the first atomic bomb was detonated.  It was an elementary step to conceive of
putting an atomic bomb on top of a V2.

But the V2 presented difficulties.  It could only carry a 1 tonne warhead of TNT.  The atomic bombs of
1945 weighed 5 tonnes.  The V2's range was limited (320 kilometres or thereabouts) and it wasn't
particularly accurate: plus and minus 15 kilometres at best.  But the Germans hadn't stopped at the V2.
They had also begun development of an intercontinental ballistic missile designated the V3 with a 5,000
kilometer range and a warhead of 5 tonnes.

In October 1945, but 10 weeks after Hiroshima and Nagasaki had been wiped out and World War n
brought to an abrupt end, the British decided to go ahead and build a German V3 and put an atomic
bomb on it.  They gave the project the code name Menace.

But where was Menace to be tested? Australia of course.  Its vast inland desert provided the perfect
place.  Ideal in every way; lots of desert, few people, good security.  Then somebody at the Ministry of
Supply quietly mentioned that Australia was an independent realm and it just wasn't possible just to go
downunder and fire rockets without permission of the government concerned.  This scheme as a surprise
to the Ministry so they packed their bags and trotted off to Canberra to ask the Australian government if
they could play in their back garden.



The Australian government were wholly receptive and thoroughly enthusiastic.  With nigh on 20,000
kilometres of coastline impossible to defend by conventional means it couldn’t pass up the chance to
have rocket weapons developed on their own soil.  At a stroke Australia would be able to acquire all the
weapons and the men to use them to deter any enemy.  Thus Woomera, in South Australia, came into
being.  A large chunk of land was marked out as a Prohibited Area and construction began.

Incidentally, the name Woomera is derived from the aboriginal word for a spear-throwing stick.

But Woomera wasn't the only site being considered.  The Canadians suggested a place near Churchill on
the Hudson Bay firing westward into the tundra country.  Since the whole object of having a rocket
range is to recover a fired weapon so it can be examined the Canadian suggestion invited interest.  But
Churchill was restricted to summer use because, in winter, the entire landscape vanished beneath ice and
snow.

And even while Woomera was being set up the British thought it would be nice to have a somewhat
handier site for testing short-range weapons.  Eyes were cast at Libya and, quite by chance, I was with
the Royal Air Force in Libya in 1952 and I became the wireless operator in a Ministry of Supply team
which trundled around looking at the Libyan site.  It was marvelous.  Apart from being but a few hours
flying time from UK, it had excellent weather and presented a magnificent flat terrain of firm gravel
across a circle of land 400 miles in diameter.  But there were political difficulties.  All the North African
countries seethed with unrest and the need to supply a landlocked base by air and sea through or over
politically unstable countries wasn't attractive.  Australia, despite its distance from UK, was the better
bet.  Besides, the natives were friendly.

In 1953 the British government began pouring money into the development of rocket weapons and by
the beginning of 1955 there was a critical shortage of people who knew anything at all about electronics.
In such a climate even I was offered a job as aircrew to test a proposed air-to-air missile for the RAF
called Red Dean.  By this time I was out of the RAF and only too glad to get a job that paid reasonably
well.

Red Dean was a fully-active radar homer, i.e.  once released its own radar guided it to the target.  By this
time also, 1955, ideas for Menace, the German V3, had been scrapped by Britain but taken up by the US
and fully developed as an Intercontinental Ballistic Missile.  They called it Redstone.  (Perhaps you've
heard of it?)

In the UK the Royal Air Force was anxious to equip itself with Red Dean, the Royal Navy were eager
for an anti-aircraft and ship-to-ship beam-guided missile called Sealslug and the British Army were
crying out for the land-based antiaircraft rockets Bloodhound and Thunderbird (this was a long long
time before Scott, Gordon, Alan, Virgil, John and Miss Penelope came on the scene).  They were also
keen on an anti-tank wire-controlled missile called Malkara of 3,000 metres range.

So I went to work with the object of getting genned up as an observer.  It was soon apparent that Red
Dean was too clever by half and its reliability was highly questionable and so the project began to be
shelved until some better technology came along as it later did.

It then happened that people were wanted to go to Woomera as technicians on the Sealslug project and
so I volunteered for that and I found that my job was to look after the recording of various launch
parameters using a bank of pen recorders, racks of circuits and a display panel of dials which were
photographed with a flash cinecamera during a launch.

At the rangehead the Sealslug complex was designated Launcher One and consisted of a complete
ship's weapon's system.  Above ground was a gunnery Director alongside the launcher and immediately



below ground were the gunnery computers (alt mechanical) and all the control equipment.  I stayed with
Sealslug until the middle of 1959 during which time we fired a few rounds.  Some worked, most didn't.

Every Monday morning floods of people attached to the Weapons Research Establishment based at
Salisbury would fly up from Adelaide and disperse to the range.  They would stay in the village and fly
back home on the Friday afternoon.  Men from all three British and Australian services were also at
Woomera along with crowds of civilian technicians.  For myself I elected to live at Woomera and so was
spared the drudgery of air commuting.

Each firing had a time booking called a “slot".  If a slot was missed through whatever cause the launch
team had to wait for the next vacant slot.  At its height Woomera had up to 15 slots a day and deployed
one thousand people about the range.  All very expensive and all paid for by the British.  The
Australians paid for and kept all the buildings.

A launch initiated many other facilities particularly the cinetheodolites, i.e.  cameras which
photographed the entire flight of a missile and superimposed the elevation and azimuth angles on each
frame.  In addition there were the very extensive telemetry services.  All missiles carried a "Destruct
Ring" - a ring of explosive detonated on the order of the Range Controller if the missile behaved in a
manner dangerous to the range or village.  This was not uncommon.

To give you some idea of a Sealslug launch it went something like this.  The missile was prepared and
placed on the launcher where external power supplies were fed to it via an umbilical arm.  Clamped
around the missile were four cordite booster rockets which got the missile up off the launcher and up to
flying speed.  As the countdown proceeded facility after facility announced that they were ready and
when matters came close to firing the Range Controller broadcast "Up yellow flags, on yellow lights!".
Yellow flags were then hoisted about the range and yellow lights began flashing.  This was the signal for
all traffic to halt and launcher personnel to retire to safety.

At minus ninety seconds we stood anxiously at our posts watching the various parameters and ready to
cry "Stop! Stop" if something went amiss.  At Zero Time the four boosters and missile motor ignited
simultaneously and the Seaslug hurtled away.  A second or two after launch the four boosters would
leave the missile and fall to the ground (sometimes they wouldn't leave with dramatic results) and the
missile then would have sufficient flying speed for its own cordite motor to sustain it in flight.

The gunnery Director radiated a conical beam which, if the missile entered it, took control of the
missile's guidance and homed it on to the target illuminated by the radar.  The target was either a radio-
controlled aircraft (drone) or a pretend ship 75 miles or so downrange.  For the ship the beam placed the
missile in a ballistic trajectory and released it from guidance at a particular altitude whereupon the
missile followed a bomb-type path all the way down from 50,000 feet.  Since it was not possible for the
gunnery Director to see over the horizon such marine artillery required an atomic warhead to be of any
tactical use. Sealslug was designed to carry a 400-pound warhead which, by 1958, was more than enough
for an atomic warhead.

If the Seaslug did not enter the conical beam the Range Controller's hand would hover over the Missile
Destruct button in the Control Room as he weighed up whether to destroy the Seaslug or let it run its
wayward course.  If the button was pressed the Destruct Ring detonated, the missile lost its flying
symmetry and tumbled out of the sky.

Seaslug did go into service and special frigates were made to fire it in salvos and a dozen or so Seaslug
frigates acting as a screen for an aircraft carrier made an effective anti-aircraft defence or antiship
defence.  And although its technology was hybrid (some bits were solid state and some thermionic) the
main charm for the Royal Navy planners was Seaslug's enormous range compared with conventional



line-of-sight weaponry.  Seaslug could engage enemy aircraft or ships 80 or so miles away and up to
altitudes far exceeding that of any bomber.

By mid-1959 I was sent back to UK to a revived Red Dean program except that it was now called Red
Top.  Red Dean had been deemed unreliable but the development of a vastly cheaper fully-active
infrared homer changed the whole outlook.  An infrared homer was one which locked on to the heat of
the target aircraft and Red Top could be fired from any angle and could be programmed to detonate as it
went past the cockpit.

In the UK I was presented with two Sea Vixen fighters complete with their airborne radar systems called
AI18 (Air Interception Mark 18) plus a large box of tricks called a Routiner which automatically tested
the AI18.  But no books.  As well we were presented with an air-interception computer tester.  But,
again, no book.  We did manage to obtain a few factory specifications though and after six months
playing about in UK trying to get the fighters to fly and gleaning some information about our hardware
we were again packed off to Woomera in the March of 1960.

By this time, 1960, Woomera was the finest rocket range in the world.  The township housed 5,000
people, 1,000 children a day went to school and for 320 days a year the weather was wall-to-wall blue
sky.  It had a domestic airstrip near the town, a special technical area also near the town and a second
airstrip at the range head which was 40 kilometres away.  It also had a space tracking station built by the
USA at Island Lagoon, a salt lake about 30 minutes drive from Woomera plus many other facilities
which even the Americans envied.

To test Red Top we didn't have to go to the rangehead.  A lab was built for us at the technical area near
the village and the fighters were accommodated in the hangar near the airstrip.

It took us a full year before we actually managed to fire a Red Top.  In the meantime the aircraft fitters
and engineers tried to get the Sea Vixens to fly, the Red Top fitters and engineers tried to get one Red
Top to pass all its ground tests, my mate and myself tried to get the AI18 to work and halfway through
all this fumble we acquired one Fleet Air Arm pilot and his observer and one RAF pilot and his
observer.  Finally we got one Sea Vixen to fly and the pilots and observers took turns to fly it.  The other
Sea Vixen never got off the ground.

Since Red Top was a Royal Navy as well as an Royal Air Force weapon we also had contingents of
Royal Navy and Royal Air Force personnel who learnt on the job with us.  Sometime during all this
some books on A118 arrived but there was nothing about the computer tester.  In fact, it wasn't until I
was back in the UK in 1963 that the book was written - by me.

By way of an aside here, it would be nice to think that weapons-testing procedures are all conducted
with mustard precision and efficiency but in all the weapons with which I was concerned such was never
the case.  We fumbled from stuff-up to stuff-up and I put this down to the fact that we were invariably
poorly resourced in technical information.  Apart from that, UK firms quickly forgot about their
overseas staff to the extent that when the staff returned home they found that their career paths
obliterated and prospects of promotion non-existent.

Red Top trials differed markedly from ground launcher trials.  Apart from having to get the target
aircraft (drone) into a parking orbit we had also to get the launch vehicle, i.e.  the Sea Vixen, into the
sky at the same time.  Now while that doesn't sound all that difficult it took us the best part of six
months before we actually achieved it.

Sometimes the drone would take off and go walkabout on its own.  Once one landed very nicely on the
beach near Port Augusta having proved itself totally deaf to the Range Controller's Destruct signal.
Sometimes the Sea Vixen would become airborne just as the drone ran out of fuel (always because the



Sea Vixen was late in taking off) or there would be some other snag with the radar or the radiotelephone
or the instrumentation.  It took a long time before we got all these matters co-ordinated.

A typical Red Top trial started at 5.00 a.m.  partly because by booking the first slot we had the rest of
the day to make good any mistake and maybe get a second chance in the afternoon but mostly because it
was comparatively cool then with steady temperatures and so the equipment wouldn't go off tune.  Out
at the rangehead the drone aircraft waited to take off.  With a spectrum analyser we would measure that
morning's A118 frequency and telephone this to the drone controller who would tune the drone's
transponder to receive the AI18 frequency.  The drone would be sent off and put into a parking orbit at
around 40,000 feet - an exercise which took about 20 minutes.

Meanwhile the Red Top was checked out, fitted to the aircraft, final ground checks were completed and
the Sea Vixen would taxi to the airstrip.  Clearance for the Sea Vixen to take off was received from the
Range Controller once all matters on the range were satisfactory.

The Sea Vixen would take off and climb away towards the drone and we would cluster around the
radio-telephone receiver and listen to the observer's and pilot's comments.  The observer operated the
AI18 and at 100 miles range or so the AI18 would catch sight of the drone's transponder and the
observer would lock onto it.  The interception would then begin.

Through an upright see-through gunsight the interception computer told the pilot what course to steer
and what his range was.  The missile was then woken up, its infrared sensor activated and the AI18 told
it where to where the drone was.  The missile's infrared mirror would scan and as soon as it picked up
the drone's heat it would lock on and this would be indicated to the pilot in the gunsight.

All that remained now was for the range to close to about 10 miles at which point the missile would
release itself from the Sea Vixen by firing its motor and it would hurtle towards the drone.  This was not
necessarily in a straight line because the Sea Vixen didn't have to be in any special position with respect
to the target - simply within range.  The missile would know all this and as soon as it was fired it moved
about the sky in obedience to its own guidance computer which was telling it the best course to steer.

Because drones were expensive the aiming points of missiles were always offset so at the point where
the missile thought the drone was it sent an executive signal to its warhead.  But since it was necessary
to recover the missile and find out how its 7-second flight went the warhead compartment was filled
with instrumentation and recording equipment.

After burnout the missile came down in the bush, the recovery team picked it up and brought it back to
the rangehead.  At the rangehead the cinetheodolite film (all film, in those days - no video tape) and
telemetry records were collected and the task of a full-scale analysis began.

When the Sea Vixen got back to the hangar the pilot and observer would be debriefed and we would
remove our own radar instrumentation and establish a complete record of the interception, what
worked, what didn't and why.

In all we fired 32 Red Tops at Woomera and at the end of 1962 we returned to the UK having spent
two and half years proving it.  By 1964 Red Top was the front line NATO air-to-air missile.

Back in UK my colleague and I found that nobody was in the slightest bit interested in the
knowledge we'd gained with AI18 or Red Top - a danger that faces anyone who goes overseas on
behalf of a firm.  You get forgotten.  My mate went off and joined NATO in The Hague to advise on
Red Top and I went to work for a firm making the fuse system for atomic bombs.

Now to some slides and questions.



TESTING ATOMIC BOMBS

Of all weapons atomic bombs are the most tiresome to test.  First they must not go off unless you
want them to go off and second they must go off when you do want them to go off.  This
requirement has to be met under all environmental conditions, i.e.  between "40°C and +40°C, Both
the atomic warhead and the associated circuitry are subject to progressive deterioration akin to that
of any electronic or electromechanical device.  Overall their useful shelf-life is comparatively short -
nominally seven years.

In 1963 Britain had two types of atomic bomb.  One was a tactical bomb called a Penney Packet
which was named after Sir William Penney who pioneered it.  Its all-up weight including bomb case
was 450 kg and 53 of them could be carried in one V-Bomber.  Without the bomb case they can be
made much lighter which is why they can be carried by rockets, artillery or torpedoes.  Penney
Packets were designed to be used anywhere and anytime under any conditions: to explode in the air,
on the ground or under the ground or sea.  As warheads they were suitable for flattening an area one
mile in diameter and were ideal for use in ground battles.

The other type of atomic bomb was a hydrogen bomb which was about the size of three of the old 500
gallon water tanks mounted one on top of the other.  Each hydrogen bomb used a Penney Packet to set it
off and its explosive yield was such that if one was detonated at, say, 3,000 feet over the Harbour Bridge
everything within the airport's radius would be totally devastated and most things up to a 25 km radius
would be shattered.  The trees here, for example, would all burst into flames.

I went to work on the Penney Packet in the capacity of a so-called “Trials Engineer".  For such a weapon
there's always a whole raft of trials none of which involve an actual ignition.  The nearest thing to testing
the warhead is firing the high explosive detonators that surround the warhead.  The whole purpose of the
trials is to prove that the bomb will go off when it should and won't go off when it shouldn't.  Thus, in
every atomic fusing circuit, there are a series of trip switches of various types which are initiated in
sequence and if this sequence is not adhered to the bomb shuts down.

There was a nasty incident in the early 1960s when the Americans managed to jettison an H-bomb by
mistake over Spain.  At the time the cold war was on and the Americans were flying fully armed non-
stop missions.  When the bomb was retrieved from a Spanish field the Americans were shattered to find
that it was lying quietly minding its own business waiting for its last trip switch to initiate. This incident
sparked enormous political and technical repercussions.

Spain was heaped with goodies from the United States who obligingly kept dead quiet.  The Americans
begged the British to allow them to use the technology developed for the Penney Packet especially the
system of safety trips.  The British granted the Americans their wish and screwed them for concessions
in other areas.

As I've mentioned, the Penney Packet was an all-singing-all-dancing bomb that could be stored
anywhere under any conditions for at least 7 years and capable of being rapidly deployed, i.e.  taken out
of stores, put in the aircraft and dropped on the enemy.  It was be used in three main configurations, i.e:

1.  Programmed to detonate at a predetermined height or on impact.

2.  Programmed to detonate at a predetermined ocean depth .

3.  When dropped at zero feet and allowed to bounce along until it came to rest, programmed not
to blow up for 30 seconds or so as to allow the mother aircraft to get out of the way.



I was concerned with all the trials and I saw all the results because somehow I found myself doing the
analysis for each trial.  From each trial we received boxes of film plus what was left of each bomb and
from that we would settle down and work out what happened and why.

One particular query I still remember.  After a number of trials we found that some detonators weren't
always detonating.  These were not the atomic warhead detonators but those of the thermite batteries
which provided the power.  Without power the bomb was inert and so this was a critical fault.  After one
trial where this happened we photographed the fusing system with a gamma ray camera (ask me about
that later) and saw that the wires to the detonators had gone open circuit.

All assembled fusing systems were impregnated with a foam which set rather like a Violet Crumble.  So
after we had finished with the gamma ray photography we took the bomb up onto the roof of the factory
and popped it in a bath of acetone.  A week or so later we took it out of this bath and gently removed the
last vestiges of the foam.  This enabled us to have a close look at the offending detonators.  We worked
out that the aircraft vibration had been such as to create something like a standing wave in the loops of
the detonator wires as they entered the detonator and it was this that made the wires go open circuit.  As
a result the way the detonator wires were arranged was modified and that fault didn't happen again.

Every month there would be a Ministry of Supply meeting and I would go along to it armed with all my
trials results and tell everybody what had happened.  Altogether, this trials analysis allowed me great
scope to dream up all sorts of test equipment so that I could keep track of various stages of an initiation
instead of just the result.

The Penney Packet carried many transducers the first one to activate being the one that told the bomb
that it was airborne and proceeding at the right velocity.  A few moments after release a little blade
would pop up out of the bomb casing and cause air to blow into a tiny hole which triggered the "I am
airborne" circuit.  Next would be a sensor that told the bomb that everything was consistent with the
particular configuration with which it had been programmed.  In such a case the bomb switched itself
on.

But if, for example, it was to be dropped over water with the purpose of detonating at a depth of 200 feet
and it sank to only 150 feet then it would switch itself off providing, of course, that the internal
transducer was correctly calibrated.

Actual testing of the warheads was carried out underground in the United States but often with several at
a time because, officially, these multi-explosions counted as one explosion..  We also had procedures in
place to cope with what we called an 'inadvertent ignition" in England which involved wholesale civil
defence exercises.

Penney Packets could easily be carried in the boot of a Mini.  Hence the fear that a terrorist might collect
one and drive it into the middle of London was an ever-constant threat.  Indeed, we had a series of
"Psycho" trials and found that if someone who had a thorough understanding of the fusing system got
into a bomb store armed with a few tools;, a 24-volt battery and an air bottle charged to several thousand
p.s.i.  it would be possible to initiate a weapon.

The actual warhead complete with detonators was the size of a football but the purpose of the fusing
system was to make sure that all the detonators fired

simultaneously.  Perhaps here I should explain that a warhead consisted essentially of a largish lump of
uranium in the centre out of which radiated a number of little barrels.  At the end of each barrel was a
small lump of uranium and a detonator.  When the detonator went off the small lump was pushed down
its barrel into the big lump.  If all the barrels went off at precisely the same moment of time the small
lumps would arrive at the big lump at the same time thus creating a critical mass and an explosion.  But



if they arrived in a staggered fashion, the result was either a meltdown or a messy explosion with lots of
fallout.

To sum up, atomic bombs are tiresome to test and so far, touch wood, not one has gone off
inadvertently...yet.  But with more and more nations anxious to build one it is only a mater of time
before sloppy procedures driven more by ideology than common sense yield havoc.  The only bright
lining in that scenario is the very good chance that the terrorist will blow himself up in his own back
yard.  Any questions?
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